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Clue 2

Let’s NOT make logs this clue, making some diamond looking shapes instead. We will be 
using all three of our colours today. All quilts need four of these, just different size units. 
Please watch the cutting charts for your desired sizes, remaining the same throughout the 
entire quilt. I am making the 18” blocks throughout.

Each set of charts is for the different size blocks. 12” first:
NEUTRALS 12” blocks

5-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 5-1/4” squares 4

Remainder and 2-1/2” strips 2-3

4-1/2” x 2-1/2” rectangles 16

2-1/2” squares 16

3” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 3” squares 16

POP 12” blocks

6” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 6” squares 2

Use remainder to cut:

5-1/4” squares 4

3” WOF strips 2

3” squares 16

DARKS 12” blocks

6” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 6” squares 2

Use remainder to cut:

4-1/2” squares 4
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Now for the 15” blocks:
NEUTRALS 15” blocks

6-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 6-1/4” squares 4

Remainder and 3” WOF strips 2-3

5-1/2” x 3” rectangles 16

3” squares 16

3-1/2” WOF strips 2

Sub cut to 3-1/2” squares 16

POP 15” blocks

7” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 7” squares 2

Use remainder to cut:

6-1/4” squares 4

3-1/2” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 3-1/2” squares 16

DARKS 15” blocks

7” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 7” squares 2

Use remainder to cut:

5-1/2” squares 4
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And finally the 18” squares:

These assembly instructions are the same for every size, just use the size units in your 
instructions. I will label them 12”, 15”, and 18” in each instruction… for example: take your 
6”, 7”, 8” POP and DARK squares to make HSTs using the easy (magic) 8 method. In this 
example the 12” blocks are first, followed by the 15”, and finally the 18” units.

Let’s go ahead and make those HSTs while we are talking about them. We need to draw 
an “X” on the wrong side of the lightest fabric (or use a light coloured pencil on the dark) 
followed by mating each DARK with a POP. We will stitch 1/4” to the left and right of the 
lines, you should have 4 (four) stitch lines now. We will make four cuts now to get our 8 
HSTs from each set… We should have 16 (sixteen) HSTs now… press toward the dark 
and trim to 2-1/2”, 3”, or 3-1/2” accordingly.

NEUTRALS 18” blocks

7-1/4” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 7-1/4” squares 4

Remainder and 3-1/2” WOF strips 2-3

6-1/2” x 3-1/2” rectangles 16

3-1/2” squares 16

4” WOF strips 2

Sub-cut to 4” squares 16

POP 18” blocks

8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 8” squares 2

7-1/4” WOF strips 1

*7-1/4” squares 4

Using remaining strips, cut:

4” squares 16

DARKS 18” blocks

8” WOF strips 1

Sub-cut to 8” squares 2

Use remainder to cut:

6-1/2” squares 4
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Our four cuts after stitching will be in half vertically, in half horizontally, followed by ON 
each drawn line, press toward the dark and trim as above.

While working with these, let’s grab our NEUTRAL squares and rectangles to create 16 
(sixteen) units that look like this:

Placement of the HST is crucial in the final layout…

Moving on to 5-1/4”, 6-1/4”, and 7-1/4” POP and NEUTRAL and the 3”, 3-1/2”, and 4” 
squares in the same colours. We will mate these with the other (POP large with NEUTRAL 
small and vice versa) for flying geese units. We will draw one diagonal line on the wrong 
side of the smaller squares and mate like this:

We will stitch 1/4” to the left and right on our lines followed by cutting ON the line and 
pressing away from the larger triangle. We should have what looks like a heart now.
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We will finish these up by adding one more smaller 
square, stitching again to the left and right of the line. This 
pic is from “Roundabouts” because I forgot to take a pic, 
so is not in my colours above…

We will cut ON that line again and press away from the 
centre again. We need to square these to 2-1/2” x 4-1/2”, 
3” x 5-1/2”, or 3-1/2” x 6-1/2” according to chosen size.

We should have two sets of 16 (sixteen) flying geese now, 
let’s lay them out like this:

Again, placement of this chevron is crucial for the end design.

Deconstructed:
That DARK square should fit in the centre.

You should have four of these units now, measuring 
12-1/2”, 15-1/2” OR 18-1/2” according to your choice 
of quilt.
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Complete for today:


